Ad Tech + Brands on Coronavirus Disinfo Sites: 15-19 June
GDI has studied a selection of conspiracy stories and sites spreading disinformation about the coronavirus.

Conspiracy theories include:

- Coronavirus and second wave predictions are a hoax.
- Coronavirus vaccine is mind control.
- Coronavirus compliance is implemented by deep state forces.
- Deep state responsible for protests.

All stories found on known disinformation sites.
Ad tech serving these ads & funding these stories:

- Google
- revcontent
- Taboola
- clickTAG
- infolinks
- adform
- adsupply
- Amazon
- Adnexus
- Criteo
- Crisp

Note: Some of these companies include retargeting and data analytic companies serving the “last mile” for delivering online ads.
Brands funding these sites & stories:

- Amazon.com
- Audible (an Amazon company)
- eBay
- Crest
- Docs
- #AloneTogether
- Wayfair
- Squarespace
- Kiehl's
- O2
- Petco
- PCH (Publishers Clearing House)
- Hotels Combined
- Nike
- Seat
- eBay
- Blink (an Amazon company)
- LG
- Bitdefender
- Oral-B
- Lenovo
- Sixt
Brand Advertisements

- All of these brands were found on the sites queried.
- Brand ads will vary by anyone’s data footprint & geolocation.
- Screenshots taken from locations in US, UK and Germany.
- Given EU data protections, most ads provide clickable information on the company providing ad.
- This information has been included and/or used to attribute the delivery of an ad to a specific tech company.
- The ad serving domain has been circled at the bottom of each screenshot (whenever available in the browser status bar).
New York Times Explicitly Calls for Abolition of Police

Trump was right. The liberal media establishment is the enemy of the American people.

This is not hyperbole. The New York Times, flagship publication of the MSM, is literally calling for the abolition of the police, so that the USA might be plunged into anarchy that leftists can exploit for their extremist purposes like they have been doing in Seattle.

This is an actual New York Times headline in the Opinion section:

Yes, We Mean Literally Abolish the Police

The piece consists of inflammatory propaganda denouncing law enforcement as inherently racist. Next, maybe they will abolish the fire department, so that their fun isn’t spoiled while the black supremacist mob they have whipped up is burning down our country.

The author, Mariame Kaba, also wants to abolish prisons. With sociopaths running loose, doing whatever they please, secure in the knowledge that authorities will side with them against their victims as has been the case throughout the George Floyd Memorial Riots, we will achieve “a different society, built on cooperation instead of individualism, on mutual aid instead of self-preservation.”

Since Mariame Kaba understands that abolishing the police altogether might be difficult to achieve immediately, she offers an intermediate step:

Cut the number of police in half and cut their budget in half. Fire all police officers.
Veeam and Brave ad, delivered by Google
Sixt ad by Criteo
T Mobile/Google Pixel ad by Anyclip

Politicalisation Of The Great Lockdown Result Of "TINA"-Economic-Ignorance & Censorship

by Tyler Durden  Wed, 06/17/2020 – 23:45

Authored by Ramin Mazaheri for the Saker Blog,

In the United States questioning liberal economic ideology is not tolerated, so when the latest inevitable economic bust in capitalism occurs it is little wonder that their society talks about everything except economic ideology. They spend their time inventing and discussing non-economic solutions to economic catastrophes, which is precisely how their fundamental weaknesses and inequalities only get worse and worse.

Now we are talking about the murder of George Floyd, police brutality and White supremacy - these are old but still important issues which will not lead to systematically redistributing one cent towards governmentally-abandoned American areas.
Manipulating The Masses: Edward Bernays & Why The System Needs Your Compliance

Author by Mac Slavo via SHTplan.com,

You are being controlled. You are being manipulated. You are being brainwashed. If you are still stuck believing that your vote counts and choosing sides is “moral” in a system set up against you from day one, the propaganda has worked.
O2 ad delivered by Google
Colorado: Bill Requires “Re-Education” For Parents Who Refuse Coronavirus Vaccine

Mac Slavo  •  June 14, 2020
Bracelets, Beacons, Barcodes: Wearables in the Global Response to COVID-19

By Katitza Rodriguez, Svea Windhehr, and Seth Schoen In their efforts to contain the spread of the pandemic, governments around the world are rolling out...
WAYNE ROOT: What if Obama was President and KKK Terrorists Took Control of American City?

Der neue SEAT Leon Sportstourer. Ein Leon wie kein anderer.

Die Legende: Schoppa jetzt den neuen NIKE Pegasus 37

Österreich: Aktiv- & Wanderurlaub pro Familie ab 656 €
Ebay ad delivered by Google
Bitdefender ad delivered by Google
Bitdefender ad delivered by Google (continued)
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